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Evaluating College Classroom Teaching Effectiveness

Introduction

The general areil of personnel performance
assessment is one of the most difficult in all
of psychology, particularly when few or no
tangible products result from the performance
effort. This condition describes the area of col-
lege teaching. In the classroom, a course is
"taught"; student learning usually is evaluated
with some sort of test, but there is little to in-
dicate the contribution of the teacher to any
learning that may have taken place. It is pos-
sible that learning occurred in spite of, or
because of, the particular teacher.

As a basis ior any "improvement" of college
teaching, recruitment OT training of qualified
personnel, or any other such personnel actions,
a performance assessment method should be
developed as a requisite for determining who is
and who is not an effective teacher. Actually
it is not likely 'that there will ever evolve a
dichotomous evaluation as implied in the pre-
vious, sentence,.but persons will vary by degree
of effectiveness as teachers. Further, in such
complex work, there are likely to be several
performance dimensions, and probably no spe-
cific individual will be outstandingly effective or
ineffective in all of these. In fact, it is possible
that some dimensions can be14iiutually exclusive

Note.This report was adapte from the final report
of a project funded under the Re al Research PPE:4-
gram of the Office of Eddcation. The final report, en-
titled "Development of an Instrument to Evaluate Co/-
lege Classroom Tearching Effectiveness," is available
from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, P.O.
Drawer 0, Bethesda, Md. 20014 in microfiche (65
cents) and hard copy ($6.58). Order by accession No.
ED 056 647.
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in that if a person is effective in one,dimension
he is necessarily ineffective in another. In any
case it is necessary to develop an assessment
procedure for a given performance before it is
possible to recruit and train for it or devise
methods to improve it. No systematic_ personnel
procedures are possible without there being
available some adequate criterion to evaluate
the performance in question (Ronan and Prien,
1966, 1971).

This research study was intended as a basis
for, developing a device to measure college
classroom teaching effectiveness. A review of
some of the, relevant literature indicated that
most past efforts to evaluate college teaching
had used some sort of rating form, and the
results were quite ambiguous. However, three
studies using the critical Incident technique
showed some promise for developing an evalua-
tion device, and this technique was used here.

Students at Georgia institute of Technology,
Atlanta, identified some 3,000 incidents de-
st .ibing "best" and "worst" teachers. These
incidents were categorized into behavioral
areas describing the dimensions of effective and
ineffective teaching. The results were quite simi-
lar to those from other critical incident studies.

The general conclusion of the study is that a
taxonomy of teaching behaviors has been iso-
lated and that these behaviors can be described
using the behavioral statements contained in
this report. The behavioral statements can be
used to describe effective and Ineffective
teacher behaviors as seen by students.
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SOME RELEVANT RESEARCH

Research on college teaching effectiveness
has been conducted for decades; and there is
substantial agreement that the results are
tenuous, ambiguous, or contradictory. However,
there is equal agreement as to the major
function of teaching: this is the ability to as-
sist students toward agreed upon educational
goa Is.

Evaluation of teaching effectiveness immedi-
ately entails some measurement of student
performance. Such measurement demands
some statement of goals; that is, what per-
formance is expected of students? These goals
appear to fall under two broad headings. The
first of these is student achievement. The
inference from this goal can largely be de-
scribed as covering the cognitive domain and
_refers primarily to student learning. In any spe-
cific situation, learning could encompass sub-
ject matter particulars, broadened perspectives
in an area, relations to other fields of topics,
techniques of problem solving, or many other
specifications. The basic point is that, if teacher
performance is to be evaluated, it is essehtial to
provide simultaneous evaluation of the perform-
ance of students being taught. in essence, what
is the objective (or objectives) to be measured?

The second area of student performance can
be summarized under the rather ambiguous
term of attitudes. To make this rubric opera-
tional there must also be some agreed upon
measures. One might measure interest in this
course, general opinion of this professor, pos-
sible changes as increased interest in the dis-
cipline, or changes in personal perspective.
There are numerous possibilities in the area
concerning measurements of student attitudes,
and selection of a specific measurement would
depentd upon the research problem of interest.-

Once the measures of student progress have
been agreed upon, the next consideration is
a measure of teaching effectiveness. As Barr
et al. (1953) have stressed, the need is to deter-
mine not who is an effective teacher but what
teaching behaviors are effective and Ineffective
with respect to attaining some established edu-
cational and institutional goals. That has been
the maior effort of this research.

Any comprehensive review of the literature
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concerned with the evaluation of teaching
would require years of effort, as shown by the
bibliographies compiled by Barr and Jones
(1958), Dorcas and Tiedman (1950), and Eells
(1967). The latter comprises some 2,300 titles.
In addition, the major effort of research on
teaching effectiveness has been concerned with
primary and secondary schools with results
whith-may or may not be applicable to college
teaching.

This concentration of research- effort has
been shown in a comprehensive literature re-
view by Morsh and Wilder (1954). These au-
thors reviewed some 900 primary sources and
included in their final review almost 400 as
selected by their criteria for presentation. The
monograph discusses criteria for teaching ef-
fectiveness and the relation of various pupil

. and teacher characteristics to these criteria.
Some of the more important results from the
studies might be summarized as:

A wide variety of measures were em-
ployed in the variods studies, and there
was a lack of replication of most of the
findings.
Ratings of teacher effectiveness tended
to be reliable but were not related in
any substantial way to objective meas-
ures of teacher performance. In par-
ticular, ratings by administrators show
low correlations with objective meas-
ures, for example student "gains" as
measured by various tests.
The difficulties of using student gains
as criteria were pointed out, statistical
problems receiving the most emphasis.
Predictors of teacher effectiveness such
a* intelligence, college grades, various
"national teacher tests," aptitudeS
(Knight, Coxes-Orleans, .Stanferd), and
personality measures showed varied _

and tenuous relationships with any
criteria.
A suitable criterion for teaching effec-
tiveness must take into account stu-
dent gains (the objective of teaching);
the measure shoOld be, objective (here
the possible utility of controlled ob-
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servations is stressed); aod a composite
or global criterOn of teaching effective-
ness is, as of ndw, unlikely.
Prediction of teaching success and
teacher training will only make progress
as a suitable :;riterion of teaching ef-
fectiveness is developed.

in reading the rtwt, one is struck with
the tremendous amount of effort that has been
expended on teaching research and, at the
same time, by the lack of real progress In the
area from the time when the report was
given to the present, as shown by the research
subsequently presented.

As in all organizations, the performance of
job incumbents in faculty positions is constantlyi
being evaluated in a more or less kernel way.
On the basis of such evaluations, administrative
actions, such as promotions and salary in-
creases, are made. A study by Gustad (1961)
presented results of a survey by the Committee
on College Teaching of the American Council
on Education. The data were taken from replies
to a questionnaire concerned with procedures
and. practicel involved in factilty evaluation.
Some of the general findingsrwere:, .

Classroom teaching was said to be the
most important factor in any evaluation.
Personal attributes such as cooperative
spirit, loyalty, church membership. and

-.4activityswere of secondary importance.
It was found that with fewxceptions all
evaldations were based on hearsay.
The data sources were informal student
opinions, formal student opinions (rat-
ings), classroom visitations, colleagues'
opinions, and opinions of chairman and
deans. It was pointed out that the val-
idity of these opinions is unknown. A
quote from the study summarizes the
situation: "It is apparent that little is
done to obtain anything that even ap-
proaches sound data on the basis of
which reasonably good evaluations of
teaching .can be made. This being so,
complaints that classroom teaching is
paid only lip service must be to a con-,
siderable extent accepted as correct."
(p. 2051
"Extra diligence" by the teaching staff
was evaluated by examining the amaunt

of student counseling, advising, com-
mittee work, etc.

In general abOut one-half of the institutions
reported they were dissatisfied with their evalu-
ation methods. The most often made suggestion
by the respondents was that some method for
evaluation classroom teaching was needed.

The most detailed and wide-ranging discus-
sion of teacher effectiveness has been pre-
sented by Barr et al. (1953). As mentioned earl-
ier all educational personnel actions require
defining a "good teacher," and these authors
brought out a point most relevant to the pres-
ent studywhat is required is not criteria for
determining who is an effective teacher.. but
rather for determining what is effective teach-
ing beha0er. The authors cited Bloom's (1965)
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives as a defini-
tive statement of educational goals with respect
to guiding research efforts; however, there was
also recognition of "staff" functions. It was

. recognized that statements as to effective and
ineffective teaching are required, and the main
body* of the article was a rather detailed de-
scrVion bf the requirements for adequate re-
searcheto solve the problems posed. The gen-
eral formulatioh was to state some specific and
measurable objectives and then assess teacher
behavi;Irs as directed toward the attainment of
such bjectives in all teacher task require-
menti. The three broad areas of teacher re-
sponsibilities were seen as work with students,
tasks as a teaching staff merr.;:er, and function-
ing with relation to the community at large.

By far the most common procedure used to
evaluate teaching performance has been the
use of some sort of rating scale. In such studies
the rating instrument employed has been the
Purdue Rating Scale for Instruction, the Miami
University Instructor Rating Sheet or some
4ocally developed measure.

As will be noted throughout this report, the
emphasis is on student evaluation of teaching
performance. There are two reasons for this.
First, the students are in a direct relationship
with teachers and can and 'do observe actual
teaching and all its behavioral eleinents. Other
observers teen only see a limited sample of a
given teacher's behavior. Second,, there is evi-
dence to show that observers and students do
not agree on teaching performance.



Critical Incident Studies of Teaching
Perfor mance

The critical incident technique (CIT) was de-
veloped by Flanagan (1954) for the specific
purpose of creating performance measures to
evaluate performance effectiveness. Basically,
the technique gathers information from persons
who observe performers in a given job. The ob-
servers are asked to describe incidents where
they observed particularly effective and/or in-
effective performance. Interviewing is continued
until a usable incident is obtained. Usable is
defin6d in terms of:

The behavior must be some objective
behavior that all observers can agree
did or did not occur; for example, a pro-
fessor failed to meet his class three
sessions in a row without informing the
class members of his absence.
The behavior must be related to the
aims and goA of the activity.
The behaviors to be collected must be
gathered by following identical rules
and procedures for ail interviewers.

Incidents are collected describing the be-
havior in question and then categorized. The
procedure consists of rea mg the incidents and
sorting them into group of simikar behaviors.
The categories are then named with regard to
the behaviors described. With professors, for
instance, there is likely to be a category re-
garding grading practices.

Two checks are available for the entire proc-
ess. The first consists of having two or more
personsItategorize the incidents and then to
calculate the percentage of agreement to give
a measure of reliability. The second is to "hold
out" a fixed percentage of the incidents until
classification is completed. The held-out inci-
dents are then read and placed in their proper
categories. If the categorization has been ade-
quate, no more categories should be needed for
the new incidents.

This complete procedure results in a form
that describes, in objective and reliable terms,
both effective and ineffective behaviors for the
job 'or activity in question. Usually they are
placed in a "YES-NO" format, that is, did the
behavior occur or did it not? There is no infer-
ence or value judgment Tequired of the ob:-
server. With the evaluative form developed, it
is possible to obtain an objective and fair
evaluation of the job performance of any in-

cumbent. The technique has been successfully
used for many types of jobse.g., airline pilots,
foremen, dentists, research scientists, aviation
instructorsand even for setting ethical stand-
ards. (Flanagan, 1954).

The CIT is specifically desfgned to determine
the effective and ineffective behaviors in any
given field of endeavor. It has been applied to
college teaching in four separate studies, in-
cluding the present one. The results.ar in close
agreement with these individual efforts in terms
of isolating and describing specific, objective
behaviors that are noted by students. Moreover,
in one study. (Douglas, 1968), the behaviors
have been shown to be predictive of student
achievement.

This study has taken a broader perspective
of the domain of teacher effectiveness and has
added some behaviors to those already dis-
covered. It is submitted that Lhe lists of be-
haviors that have been presented from the four
studies form a "pool" of behavioral Items that
will evaluate teaching effectiveness. They do not
pcprLin to the faculty member performance
in terms of research productivity/ nor effective-
ness in staff functions. Those behaviors remain
to be investigated, but the lehaviors do meas-
ure what is generally agreed to be the most
important teaching dutyteaching ability. in
general, they comprise the importent dimen-
sions of teaching and the individual items, a
taxonomy of relevant behaviors. They ask the
"right questions" mentioned by Gustad (1964)."
Arden (1968), and Langlen (1966).

If human behavior is to be more fully under-
stood, it is .a basic requisite that performance
be studied and adequate measures of all per-
formances developed. From such performance
measurements it is then possible to infer or
construct appropriate selection, placement, and
training methodologies and devices. Without
such performance measures, one is groping in
the dark. The CIT seems to offer the basic
methodology to collect the relevant data and
to construct such performance measures. In
the research reported below, the attempt was
made with the CIT to determine all the dimen-
sions of teacher behavior as seen by students,
not just those relating to learning. This was
done by collecting a wide sampling of incidents
of "kiest" and "poorest" teacher performances
in their general dealings with students.
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EFFECTIVE AND INEFFECTIVE TEACHING B..1 VIORS

Introduction

Students do react to professors both nega-
tively and positively. Th'e incidents reported
in this survey show that teachers have quite
an important effect on students both in terms
of student attitudes and perceived achievement.
The categories and subcategories developed
from the reported incidents are described in-
dividually below, along with some hypothesized
effects on student achievement and attitudes.

Effectile Behaviors
The first effective behavior category, "Per-

sonal Relationships With Students," has been
mentioned fairly frequently in past, studies. It
covers behavior both inside and outside the
"classroom. The subcategories are presented by
number in parentheses ( ) and discussed:

(1) KnoWs each student by nameboth in
class (calling on students) and out of class
(greeting students). To some degree a lack, of
this behavior is a reflection of the machine-
like nature of higher education with its large
classes and impersonal lecturing, testing, and-
grading. In such a situation, the professor can-
not learn student names .imless he makes a
deliberate attempt to clo' so. Students do con-
sider this behavior of impbrtance; it appears
to be a somewhat pathetic appeal for personal
recognition. Possible effects on student achieve-
ment are questionable, but student attitudes
are patently affected.

(2) Mingles with students before and after
class. This refers to a "socializing" sort of be-
havior. Generally, the catrigory might be re-
garded as "fraternizing" with *students ind,
while not related to student learning, probably
has effects with regard to student attitudes
toward faculty.

(3) Holds social events for his students. This
is probably a rather controversial behavior with
regard to student-faculty relations and is rather
uncommon. As noted in subcategory Ili above,
at least some students regard closer. acqua)nt-
ance with faculty as important. It is possible
that only the.more dependent students cdnsider
this important, but at present_ one can only
speculate as to the personal correlateS and
importance of such behaviors.
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(4) Gives (encourages students to ask for)
advice and assistance regarding personal prob-
lems and goals. This subcategory covers two
behavioral aspects. The first Is sheer availability
in order to talk with students and the second,
V giving advice or help in solving personal prob-
lems: This behavior is %exhibited not only at
student request, but some professors actively
encourage students to come to them for help.
It is not a common faculty behavior, but is
probably a quite important bne with regard
to favorable student percepttons of faculty
'members (and learning).

(5) Discusses (answers questions about) ex-
traclass issues with students. This is .a rather
rare behavior by faculty members, and its effect
on student attitudes or learning is unkbown.
Very likely the effectiveness of such behavior
is related to.both what is discussed and how it
is discussed. As will be-seen in the examination'
of ineffective behaviors, students do not like .

rambling talks. They see them is +a waste of
time, eveh to the extent that the "professor is
making a 'fool of himself." It appears the be-
havior can be effective but only when properly
done.

(6) Compliments a student on a good re-
sponse. Thjs is a very rare behavior.1 A. fairly
comnioq faculty practice is to exempt high
scoring students from the-final examination, but
outipoken complimenting is almost nonexittent:
The actual effectiveness of compliments withr
regard to student behavior probably would not
be dmajor importance .but could hardly have
any . but positive results. Certainly, students:
must answer questions in a way deserving of
praise, at least *sometimes: but there Is no in-
dication in incidents reported that such answers
are ever evaluated. It would. seem that a trnall
effort here by faculty members could result in
a mo:7 favorable learning situation, itnothing
else.

(7) Explains answers in detail A all (and
encourages) questions asked by-students. The
emphasis,here on "all" should be noted. This it
an important behavior.' to students and they
react quite-positively. The general behavior is
that an effort, is made to answer any question
that might be asked even if they are "dumb" or

p.



stupid." Related is an active interest in making
certain that the question has been adequately
answered. ln the absence of this behavior, not
answering questions, some of the more emo-
tional incidents are reported. it could well be
hypothesized that this is the key behavior in the
student-faculty relationship, and while it seems
like obvious conduct for teachers, some do
abrogate the responsibility.

(8) Treats all ctudents fairly regardless of
sex, race. etc. This behavior in its positive as-
pects is not,reported often. Its.presence is not
frequently noticed but the obverse, unfairness,
is. Very likely rvst faculty members would
regard impartial treatment of students as a
given condition, but partiality is probably more
common than is usually assumed. The negative
incidents are reported under the "ineffective

; behaviors."
(9) Holds special problem sessions or allots

classtime for questions. This behavior is related
to questions concerning only the subject matter
of the course being taught, in contrast to cate;
gory (7) above, and there may be sessions other
than class dr part of a class hour set aside
entirely for Student questions. Basically, this is
the recognition by teachers that some students
.do have trouble learning the subject matter and

. need speCial help. The help is offered on the
basis ot both class and personal time, often at
consrderable acrifice, to bring student learn-
ing to.the higtjest possible level. This particular
.behavior has een noted or reported only in
critical inciden Douglas (1968), but ihe .hypo-
thesis would have considerable impact on stu-
dent learning. Certainly the effect on student
attitudes' must be considerable; and it would
seem a behavior to be encouraged on the part
of the faculty member:

(11 0) Gives andkencourages students to ask
for individual help ir class or office, without
hesitation. Th)s is by far the largest subcategory
of the incidents. In contrast to the category
abore, it is concerned with encouraging stu-
dertys,to ask for help or offering individual help..
ThO is a, rather complex behavior which seems
to involve several facets;; One it willingness to
help. Apparently students sometimes receive

tztut given gi.udgingly, in an ungracious
manniithat.triey feel is demeaning. Availability

/ tor conference is another facet, that is, the
progossor is "always in his office" or makes and
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Keeps individual appointments. There is also
the facet of determining that students do, in
fact, understand the material and, finally, will-
ingness to meet at odd or inconvenient times to
give individual help. The entire complex of be-
havior indicates GI sincere intercIst in student
learning and willingness to make every effort
to insure that they do learn. Again, it could be
hypothesized that this behavior, willingness to
give individual help, would have a sizable ef-
fect on student learning. In fact, this may be
a key behavior in differentiating between the
effective and ineffective teacher. The same
effect would probably be found in terms of
student interest in and attitudes toward the
course.

The entire category indicates that student-
professor personal relationships can vary over
a tremendous range of behaviors. The underly-
ing determinant would appear to be a sincere
interest in student learning and welfare on the
part of the individual professor. This is shown
by active encouragement on the part of indi-
vidual professors to induce questions or appeals
for help. This not only is related to actual class-
work -but also extends to personal problems
ranging from relatively trivial 'things, such as
loaning students small sums of money, to im-
portant effeCts on course understanding and
learning.

The second effective behavior category it
entitled "Classroom Administration." The sub-
categories are described below:

(1) Extends time limit (change' dates) on
assignments and quizzes. This behavior refers
to extension of time or date 'changes largely
because of some contingency conditions: This
is infrequently reported possibly becauSe it oc-
curs infrequently. The indication is both of an
appreciation of student workloads and kilex-144
ibility with regard to course requirementit
effect, there is a recognition of prioritleA
regard to other course requfrements, iffiditnt
strest, and personal course requirements. The
more flexible person is wiiiing to change plans
and demands to adjust to unforeseen conting-
ency factors. Very likely this has positive ef-
fects on both ac4-fievement and attitudes.

(2) Informs class of days he,will be absent or
will make changes in plans. Again, this is a
very small category possibly because ; few
faculty members exhibit such behaviors. Ob-

.



viously, there would be occasions when it would
be impossible to let students know of changes
in advance, but there seems to be little effort
to do so at any time. With such infrequent oc-
currences, it would be difficult to determine the
effects of the behaviors in this category on
tudents. It would be hypothesized that they

would be minor.
(3) Begins and ends lecture on time. Again

% this is an infrequent incident, possibly because
it is a rare profesior whose habitual pattern is
described in this way.

(4) Distributes or details a study plan the
first week of class outlining the course require-
ments. Many incidents are dual, covering this
and the next category. The behavior seems to
be more uncommon than one might suppose, or
students regard it as routine and do not report
it, probably the former. No doubt this assists
student achievement.

(5) Follows course syllabus or lecture out-
line as scheduled. The two categories (4 and 5)
together constitute a sizable percentage of
the incidents in the category. Strangely, lack
of.this behavior receives scant attention under
the reported ineffective. behaviors. Some stu-
dents apparently regard a detailed course de-
scription and adherence to its schedule as an
effective behavior, but absence of these be-
haviors is not remarked. It could be hypothes-
ized that this behavior on the part of faculty
would have relatively important -effects, par-
ticularly, on student achievement.

(6) Gives examples of quiz items or what
to expect on guizzes in class. Again a small
category; however, students do seern to ap-
preciate the effort made. The small number of
incidents is probably due to the rarity of this
behavior. It is interesting to speculate what
effect this behavior might have on students.
The hypothesis would,be that better grades on
quizzes could be expected, particularly where
sample questions have been discussed in class.

(7) Keeps old quiz questions on file for stu-
dent inspection. Again a small category. The
comments for the above subcategory apply
here.

(8) Requires and grades homework. This
behavior of requiring homework Constitutes
one of the larger subcategories and is seen as
both effective and ineffective; however, graded
homework is generally seen as' important in

helping a student learn. Potentially, if home-
work is assigned, graded, and discussed, it
would indicate student learning and general
class progress. From the number of incidents
reported this is a fairly common teaching de-
vice but as indicated, receives a miied recep-
tion from students.

(9) Grades papers or quizzes promptly.
Again there are relatively few incidents re-
ported, and all deal with returning work no
more than two c.ass periods after it has been
collected. The few incidents are due to the
rarity of this behavior, as shown by the same
subcategory under the ineffective behaviors, it
iiquestionable that this behavior would have a
Tel effect on student learning, but probably
would be found to have a rather marked effect
on attitudes toward the teacher.

This general area of teacher behavior has
been described as "efficient," "business like,"
and so on. The behavior seems to indicate an
organized arid planned approach to the course
but, at the same-time, is flexible with regard
to student needs. That is, the organized and
planned approach is the more desirable but is
not a major point; the student is. Students
seem to notice the attempt at vfganization and
appreciate it. It can probably be safely supposed
that, in relation to the behaviors shown here,
student reactiOns would be positive in contrast
to those toward a teacher who exhibits a char-
acteristically slip-shod approach.

The next category, "Student Participation,"
has received much lip-service but is generally
so ill-defined as to be almost meaningless. The
behavior described below seems to give iome
sembrince of an operational definition:

(1) Permits students to determine part or all
of course content and class° policy. The be-
havior here is toask students what they want
to study or discuss and includes votes on class
policies. The use of the participative techniques
implied is limited td,some degree by the course,
but the use of democratic procedures is not.
A fairly substantial ifiercentage of incidents in-
dicates that student do appreciate the parti-
cipation. Whether or iot it makes teaming more
effective Is undeterrrined, but students did re-
port heightened leve s bf interest under such
participative proceduries.

(2) Improves his Ourse by making changes
based on criticism requested from students.



This is a relatively small subcategory probably
because it is so rarely done. it seems to be a
rare occurrence 4then students are asked to
directly evaluate a 'given teacher's performance.
This critical func
likely to de the
evaluation device,
probably benefit to
opinion and critici
teachers and stud

ion for self-improvement is
ajor utility of any teacher
almost any teacher could

at least some degree through \
m. As has been shown, both
nts tend to misperceive the

other, and this is a possible tool of correcting
such misperceptiorlis.

(3)Schedules quiz at convenience of class
majority. This is a relatively small subcategory
probably because of the rarity of this behavior
on the part of faculty. The general point of the
reported incidents' is that the nature of aca-
demic scheduling ends to make examinations,
term papers, etc. , all on or near the same date.
It is possible for s udents to have as Many as
four examinations cheduled for the same day.
At the same time these are in no sense ab-
solute requireme s and some flexibility by
faculty seems ind cated. However, judged by
the number of inc ents, this seemingly simple
accommodation i uncommon, although it is
appreciated by s4idents and probably affects
performance (stu y time). '

(4) Encourage4 group. discussion, questions,
and differences cif opinion. This is by far the
largest subcategory of the incidents. Appar-
ently, this is a characteristic manner of con-
ducting class on the part of certain faculty
members and not others. There are a variety of
behaviors that c4n be used to induce students'
class participatlion and, from the number of
incidents obtained, students seem to view these
as effective. In particular, not allowing disagree-
ment of views to affect teacher opinions of stu-
dents seems to be a key factor. As will be seen
under ineffective behaviors, not all faculty
members are go affected. Participation seems
to raise student interest in the course, and at
least some believe they learh mord in that way.
However, the technique would seem to be
limited by the subject matter under considera-
tion. inviting questions and personal experi-
ence might be appropriate in some cases, but
in the case of highly technical subject matter,
only invited questions are likely to be relevant.
Another point is that some teachers.are likely to
be more effective using student participation

than others. In general, while students seem
to appreciate its usage, its effect on their
achievement needs to be assessed.

(5) Seeks feedback from students, in par-
ticular on understanding material. The distinc-
tion of this subcategory fm (4) above is the
concentration on course materials. Specific
questions are asked either on the material per
se or generally as to an understanding of the
course. The relationship of this teacher behavior
to student learning seems apparent and very
likely has positive effects on student motivation.
The behavior seems to be one that cousid be
adopted for any class and for any subject
matter.

The fourth behavior category constructed
was "Classroom Presence." it covers a some-
what heterogeneous set of behaviors and seems
largely to involve both a knowledge of subject
matter and a concern with personal characteris-
tics in its presentation. lt possibly is related to
the "annoying habits" foUnd in the study
by Moore (1937). This category is a rather small
one, probably because the positive behaviors
shown are largely taken for granted by students,
and are not as remarkable as the negative.

(1) Makes dramatic gestures (comments) to
emphasize important points. This is a very
small subcategory and apparently is not char-
acteristic of faculty behaviors or, possibly, is
just not remarked by students unless the be-
havior is extreme.

(2) Speaks in a clear, distinct manner; uses
correct diction or both. Again this represents a
small category probably because the positive
behavior is expected whereas the negative is of
importance and therefore more often remarked.

(3) Uses humor that stimulates class interest
and atteindance. This is the largest subcategory
of these incidents. The number obreported in-
cidents indicate that students appreciate the
use of humor in lectures. The humor seems
both to clarify and dramatize material, and
makes the professor more "human" by in-.
ducing a relaxed and informal class atmos-
phere. Very likely, appropriate use of humor
could be quite effective both in terms of
student learning and teaching, particularly if
used to stress important points. Obviously, it
ouid be a difficult variable to assess in terms
of prediction of student achievement; however,
the large number of positive incidents reported



seem sufficient evidence of its importance to
student learning and interest.

(4)" Lectures without relying solely on (read-
ing) notes or test. Only two incidents are re-
ported here; and they are included to show the
positive side of what appears in a large in-
effective subcategory. Again it would seem the
positive behavior is expected and not remark-
able to students, whereas the negative is
viewed as important.

(5) Uses language that students can under-
stand (does not talk down to). The incidents
reported under this category are not very well
defined. For the most part, they say that the
material is "translated" into "terms students
can understand." This seems to be an impor-
tant feature of lecturing, but is difficult to illus-
trate with appropriate behaviors. This is an
effective behavior that probably would be
recognized by students when it occurs but is
difficult to specify because it tends to be
material-oriented; that is, the specific behavior
would differ by subject matter. In judging, it is
also probable that there would be some vari-
ability among students with regard to those who
could understand and those who could not. It
would appear to be an item worth including in
any teacher evaluation device, but needs fur-
ther elucidation to clarify and objectify it.

(6) Personal appearance. Again this is a
small category probably because the positive
behaiior is the norm; that is, most professors
make a presentable appearance. In terms of
student learning and interest it is probably a
rather trivial consideration, but could have
some effect on student attitudes toward a par-
ticular faculty member.

The fifth category, "Organization and Pre-
sentation of Material," is by far the most com-
monly reported of the effective incidents. It
seems well within the realm of possibility that
studies of effective teaching ultimately could
be concentrated in this area, along with other
behaviors desirable but not critical with regard
to student learning.

(1) Begins each class with a review ot pre-
vious work. Only a few incidents are reported
here, probably because this is relatively un-
common faculty behavior, due to the assump-
tion that students remember the last class topic
of discussion. Whether or not such an assump-
tion is warranted is questionable, but the prac-

tice would seem to be conducive to student
learning and understanding.

(2) Stresses important points ana general
concepts in teaching. Here the reported be-
haviors named are to some degree specific to
the particular subject matter; however, the
general behavior was to intentionally draw at-
tention to the basic or difficult ideas and con-
cepts (often with the connotation that the mate-
rial would be included in examinations). This
subcategory is relatively small but the be-
havior could be hypothesized as important to
student learning. Certainly from one's own ex-
perience, it is evident that knowledge of what
to learn would enable concentration on these
aspects and thereby save time and effort. Also it
could be hypothesized that such teacher be-
havior, consistently exhibited, would result in
superior student achievement.

(3) Puts important information on the board
in a clear concise manner. It should be noted
here that these are two behaviors. Both the li
formation and its legibility are involved. On the
ineffective side, a student complaint is that
often blackboard presentations cannot be
understood. This subcategory is related to (2)
above and is a technique for stressing im-
portant points and concepts. The comments
above apply to this behavior.

(4) Uses current and pertinent examples
and illustrations to explain material. This ap-
pears to be a comparatively important be .
havior with regard to students seeing a pro-
fessor as effective. The specific behaviors re-
ported are quite heterogeneous, but the gen-
eral theme is to aid understanding of the
subject matter. Most of the incidents are non-
specific in that they describe habitual behavior
of tying material to current events, presenting
simplified examples, or showing relevance to a
particular field. This seems to be a fairly com-
mon teaching practice according to the number
of incidents reported. Again, examples and in-
cidents would need to be specific to particular
subject matter, but students seem to find the
behavior of importance, particularly in clarify-
ing difficult points. The probable relation to
student learning seems obvious.

(5) Shows relevance of material to the "real
world," the student's major, and I or student's
outside interests or future. This is by far the
largest subcategory. The particular behavior
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seems to be an effort to arouse student Inter-
est by specifically pointing out the relevance of
the classroom material to later life. Comments
to the subcategory above apply here.

(6) Asks questions in class; stimulates
thought and interest. This ancient teaching de-
vice (one student mentioned the Socratic
method) needs little comment here except that
it does not seem to be common. Where It is
used, students seem to find it a refreshing
change ("not just talk and write on the board");
and its effectiveness for student learning; inter-
est and attitudes needs to be evaluated.

(7) AdMits when he does not know the
answer to a student's question and provides the
answer at the next lecture. Only a few incidents
are reported here, but on the negative side this
seems to be quite an emotional issue with stu-
dents, especially where they feel professors
are "making-up" answers. As far as this be-
havior is concerned, the author knows of no
effort to assess its effects in terms of student
behaviors, it might be hypothesized that stu-
dents "test" professors by asking questions,
and certainly respect for the professor as a
person might hinge on the perceived results;
but any behavioral correlates of this behavior
remain to be determined.

. (8) Lectures reinforce the textbook. Here
\ only a few incidents are reported and are again

rather general statements of habitual behavior.
This behavior would be difficult to make objec-
tive in specific terms except in as!dng whether
lectures closely followed the text or were pre-
sented as original material: Consequences of
this behavior for student achievement are likely
to be tied rather closely to the nature of the
achievement measure used. For example, with
tests involving largely factual material, the ef-
feats are likely to be minimal; but with achieve-
ment measures stressing conceptual and integ-
rative learning, major differences in student
achievement might be hypothesized.

(9) Supplements course (book) by using out-
side reference materials. The behavior here
means actually bringing in and using outside
material or referring students to such materials.
This is a fairly substantial subcategory. The
author would hypothesize that this behavior
might be one of the more important in dis-
criminating between an effective/ ineffective
teacher dichotomy. It seems to indicate 3
teacher is knowledgeable in the newer litera-

ture, and the inference is that he makes a
conscientious and continuing effort to make
his class more interesting. Effects on student
behaviors would be hypothesized as quite size-
able.

(10) Distributes hand-outs and/ or copy of
class notes to supplement course (quiz). This
seems to be a fairly common, but by no means
universal, effective teacher behavior. The be-
havior seems so directly related to student
learning that it is remarkable that it is not found
to be more common. The functions are both to
indicate important points *and to induce In-
creased student attention by eliminating the
need for notetaking. Any empirical test of this
behavior would hypothesize benign effects on
all student behaviors.

(11) Supplements lectures with visual aids
(blackboard). The, behavior here is contrasted
with that in category 3, above, in that only
material of basic importance is put on the
board by way of special emphasis. Other visual
aids have this same connotation, although this
may not always be the case. This behavior, of
course, is limited by the availability of appro-
priate aids. Studies that have been done to
evaluate the effects of such behaviors have
indicated heightened student interest but only
minor effects on achievement.

(12) Provides field trips. This time-honored-
teaching practice needs no comment here.

(13) Invites guest lecturers who are spe-
cialisis on course topic. Probably most would
agree that effectiveness is highly correlated
with quality of the guest.

(14) Explains (works out) answers to quiz,
homework, and class problems. The behavior
here is to determine that students know the
answers to all problems presented. This be-,
havior is another that seems habitual with
some professors, a teaching method. The key
point is that no wrong answers are left uncor-
rected and, from the viewpoint of learning
theory, this is quite a significant approach. in
general, time is devoted to student learning
rather than teaching, assuming the distinction
is clear. The presumed effects of this behavior
on student achievement would be of major im-
portance.

(15) Does not regularly follow book or notes
in his lectures (well organized and prepared).
The inference from the behavior, in paren-
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theses, is one students seem to draw from the
incidents reported. This behavior does not seem
to be the product of rote memory or sheer
firn;:iarity, but indicates a thorough prepara-
tion before the. lecture is started. It seems
to inspire confidence in students and could
possibly be related to student learning, al-
though no real empirical evidence is as yet
available on the possibility.

(16) Uses department (persona!) experi-
ments, projects, or work to stimulate student
interest. The behavior is a fairly limited one and
has to do with relating course material to cur-
rent activities, usually research. The primary
intent seems to be to aroUse student interest
and, from the incidents, is effective in doing so.
It was not mertioned, but this behavior might
well be effective in motivating students, espe-
cially majors in the subject. -it would even be
possible to prepare formal descriptions of on-
going work for distribution to students in order
to stimulate and motivate them. The hypothesis
would be enhanced interest and achievement.

(17) Has full (or personal) command of
subject matter. This is a rather difficult evalua-
tion for students to make, but they seem to do
so. One could quarrel with the assumption that
such behaviors as not needing notes and always
being able to answer any questions are indica-
tionstbf knowledge, but students do make these
inferences. Testing them would not be overly
difficult even though their relation to *student
behaviors might remain nebulous.. The subject
matter knowledge-teaching effectiveness rela-
tionship would be a particilarly interesting
subject to study. Such results as exist-now are
both scanty and contradictory.

(18) Reviews material before a quiz or as-
signment (study guides, assigns similar prob-
lems). This is a small category. Such behavior
requires extra effort on the part of faculty
members but probably results in better stddent
achievement. What is not wanted is deliberate
"coaching" for a specific test, but proffered
guidance certainly seems a desirable and quite
probably an effective behavior from t,!e student
viewpoint. There wckuld seem to be every reason.
to encourage such behavior by teechers. -

(19) Pace of lectuecan be followed (to take
notes). This behavior with relation to students
seems quite apparent. It is a deliberate effort
by a professor to keep his lecture pace at a

rate which allows students both to follow the
material and take appropriate notes. Only a few
incidents were reported; it is possible that only
a small subgroup of students require the noted
slower lecture pace.

The sixth and final behavioral category,
"Evaluation of Student Performance," is one
which possesses the most emotional potential.
Since faculty behaviors have direct and :mmedi-
ate effects on students, they understandably are
quite concerned. The concern takes the form of
knowing how evaluations are made, the methods
used, and grading adequacy and fairness. in
addition, there is the use of such results and
professor willingness to examine his own evalu-
ation practices. The importance of this category
by students might be inferred from the number
of incidents reported. In addition, it might be
well for teachers to realize that, as they object
to unqualified or unfair evaluations of their
performance, students have the same feelings.

(1) Tests based upon lectutes, text, and/ or
homework (announced and relevant). This is
by far the largest subcategory. If performance
evaluation N to take place, It seems an obvious
requirement that a student should be tested
only on material he could be expected to know.
lowever, as sean In the number of reported

incidents (and the later ineffective reports),
the behavior brings out student comment indi-
cating effective teacher behavior. The basic
requirement of any performance measurement
is relevance, and here students are by implica-
tion saying that this is so rare as to bring out
special comment vitthen It occurs. As any faculty
member knows, student complaints about tests
are common,and usUally shrugged off. The data
presented here indicate that the student com-
plaints may have some real basis in fact and are
not just defense mechanisms. A consideration
might be some faculty training in psychometric
principles or, possibly, professionally con-
structed tests. There is little doubt thafthis area
is of serious importance to students and war-
rants careful thought.

(2) Tests require knowledge of principles
rather than dependence on memory alone. Only
a few incidents are reported here, possibly be-
cause the behavior is so rare. Construction of
some tests is difficult, particularly in the more
abstruse subjects, but the point is to test on
material learned. This, in fact, might serve as



a definition of learning but apparently is not
always tested. Previous comments about test
construction apply.

(3) Gives iake-home final and/ or open book
quiz (use of class notes). The effectiveness of
this type of evaluation is likely to be a point of
sharp controversy. It is an open invitation to
cheat but is also an opportunity for students
to show their mastery of the materials. The
incidents offered were obvious, but the question
as to the desirability of the technique is not.
Its effectiveness as a teaching and evaluation
device seems fraught with all sorts of diffi-
culties, and any definite answers appear un-
likely.

(4) Schedules quizzes at regular intervals.
Only a few incidents are reported here and are
seen as effective in terms of both "keeping up"
and "knowing where you stand." Usually the
quizzes are given weekly, and again this tech-
nique could be controversial. On the one hand
these tests do allow self-evaluation but on the
other they are a constant threat. The hypothesis
here would be that certain student character-
istics are the determinant of preferring or not
preferring this ,pract ice.

(5) Writes comments (reviews) on returned
papers and quizzes. Again, this is a small sub-
category with obvious behaviors. The comments
for the subcategory above apply here.

(6) Students with a high average are excused
from the final exam. Again the incidents re=
ported indicate that this is a somewhat unusual
behavior. In terms of the incentive theory of
learning, this is an appropriate behavior, par-
ticularly if a number of students achieving
above a certain announced level of attainment
would be affected rather than one or a few
students.

(7) Students with low average are permitted
to do extra work (test). Again, this is a small
subcategory with obvious behaviors reported.
This practice is appreciated but is not defensi-
ble in terms of student evaluation in that cer-
tain members of the class are evaluated on a
different basis than others. If all are given the
opportunity to imProve their grades, the situa-
tion is different but there is no indication of this
in the incidents. An equitable evaluation sys-
tem requires the same standards applied to
all participants.

(8) Disregards the lowest test score of each
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student (optional tests). The effects of this op-
tional grading system on student beho dor have
never been assessed to the author's knowledge.
Any hypothesized findings appear to be the
sheerest conjecture.

(9) Permits makeup tests at individual's con-
venience. This is a fairly uncommon behavior.
The students did not report their reactions to,
this sort of behavior on the part of professors;
it would be hypothesized that the effects would
be minor.

(10) Takes into account class participation,
application, and/ or effort in assigning final
grades. Here if some measure of "interest",
"participation", or "effort" is available, such a
practice can be defended. However, there is still
opportunity for subjective, even selective, grad-
ing even though students see this as effective
behavior. The hypothesis would be that certain
student characteristics would determine
whether or not such behavior was sgibn as
effective.

(11) Curves grades on the basis of class
distribution. This is a fairly large subcategory,
and the incidents given were related to relative
rather than absolute evaluation of test scores.
Although this is a recommended psychometric
practice, it is uncommon, as will be shown in
the ineffective incidents. Actually, there is no
justification for not having grades determ;ned
by a scaling practice of some sort. Where a
large proportion of the class is receiving low
or failing grades as a result of some absolute
standards, the difficulty probably is not attribut-
able to the students.

(12) Does not penalize for Class absence or
tardiness (accepts excuses). This behavior by
professors, not requiring attendance, is seen as
effective by students mainly with relation to
accepting excuses that are not officially sanc-
tioned. Mentioned here is "trusting students."
The incidents reported indicate a resentment
of required class attendance. There are only in-
direct allusions, such as "never took roll" or
"didn't count cuts," but these seem to indicate
that students see the behavior as effective. It
could be hypothesized that student attitudes
toward such courses would be favorable but
'achievement poorer, if the achievement criter-
ion were a test of a conceptual or integrated
nature.

(13) Reviews test scores and changes grade
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if warranted. Here only a few incidents are re-
ported. It is difficult to believe such faculty
behavior is so rare. Possibly what is rare is
students asking' for grade review. It would ap-
pear that willingnesS to at least review a stu-
dent grade is a fundamental faculty responsi-
bility. Grade change, of course, would depend
on the results of the review. The impact of this
faculty performance does not seem apparent as
related to student behavior.

(14) Grades papers himself rather than em-
ploying a student grader. Only a few incidents,
of an obvious kind, arg reportedprobably be-
cause most students do not know how their

- papers are graded. Again, effects on student
behavior are not readily apparent.

(15) Allows adequate time to complete tests.
Although a very small subcategory, it is im-
portant as will be seen from the ineffective
behaviors. The deleterious effects on student
performance of failure to allow, adequate time
to complete tests can be imagined; however,
those in a positive direction are somewhat ques-
tionable. It could be hypothestzed that both
achievement and attitude toward the course
would be better where adequate time is allowed
for test completion.

Ineffective Behaviors

As will be seen, many of the ineffective be-
haviors are the obverse of the effective be-
haviors discussd above. However, there are ex-
ceptions in both categories in that only effec-
tive or ineffective behaviors were reported. As
with the effective behaviors, the first behaviors,
the first behavioral category is "Personal Rela-
tionships With Students," and again the sub-
categories are presented following their number
designation in parentheses.

The first area of complaint is one that prob-
ably most people have entered with some
teacher. Possibly the behavior is not common,
but it does infuriate students as shown by the
language used to report the incidents.

(1) Shows favoritism toward some students
(athl2tes, "apple-polishers," reciters, etc.). The
effects of this sort of behavior on student
achievement have not been tested, but it could
be hypothesized that motivation would be
seriously affected and, along with it, achieve-
ment. From the incidents it is apparent that this
sort of behavior is quite easily observed by
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students, probably more than most teachers
would believe or accept. Aside from achieve-
ment, it could be assumed that students would
lose all respect for such a professor, including
those who benefit by the blatant favoritism.

(2) Singles out some students as inferior
(discriminates). The behavior described here is
where students lre told they are "inferior," or
in some way such an indication is made for an
apparently illegitimate reason. The behavior is
not commonly reported. The results of this, be-
havior are probably quite similar to those de-
scribed in (1) above where the behavior is ap-
parent to the entire class. In the case of single
individuals it is likely to be quite demoralizing
and generally results- in adverse attitudes on
both an individual and group basis. An hypo-
thesis would be some personality defect in
faculty members who exhibit such behavior.

(3) Ridicules or embarrasses students. This
behavior is somewhat similar to those in the
subcategories above, hut refers for the most
part to single incidents and characteristic be-
havior not directed at any particular ir.dividual
or group of people. It appears to be a fairly
common behavioral event. Granted that stu-
dents do sometimes ask "clumb" or "stupid"
questions, it is necessary to recognize that they
do not often do so deliberately. It is also neces-
sary to recognize that some course material may
be difficult for an individual student even
though most students understand It. Since the
presumed intent of teaching is to have students
learn, there seems to be no adequate defense
for the behavidr described above. In terms of
student achievement such behavior can hardly
have dny but adverse effects and, from the tone
of the reported incidents, results in contemp-
tuous attitudes toward the teacher involved. It
could be hypothesized that any experimental
test of, such behavior would show rather size-
able effects on both student attitudes and
achievement.

(4) Loses control of emotions in dealing with
student (shouts, curses, etc.). The behaviors
reported refer only to those exhibited In the
classroom. Presumably this occurs in other
contexts, but it was not so reported in the inci-
dents collected. This is a fairly large sub-
category. The general tone of the reported in-
cidents is probably best described as one of
disgust at such behavior. It seemingly violates



the "role expectancies" by students and is quite
important to them. Such behavior probably
would have relatively little effect on student
achievement, but would be a major determinant
of student attitudes.

(5) Harasses students during tests, reports,
lab work, and questions. This behavior seems
quite uncommon but again is rather bitterly
resented. It is fortunate that it seemS rare.
Obviously, such behavior 6n the part of the
teacher could only have bad effects on student
achievement. In addition, it is probable that
students would generalize their attitudes to the
entire course and the prOfessor. Such behavior
is not in need of experimental test; the studies
already reported of behavior under stress are
sufficient to show the serious adverse effects
of such continued harrassment.

(6) Demoralizes students by threatening
punitive action. This behavior refers to both
classwork and personal behaviors by students.
It seems to be fairly common and the remarks
for subcategory (5) above apply here. The con-
stant threat hanging above students appears to
be demoralizing and would result In perform-
ance decrements. Further, the intrusion into
personal preferences is completely unwarranted
and probably results in derogatory attitudes by
other class members as well as the individual
involved.

(7) Does not accept legitimate excuses or
explanations. The behavior reported here often
is in actual violation of school policy, that there
are "legal" reasons for missing classes or
quizzes and the requirement is to recognize this
by acceptable actions. This ispa fairly common
behavior and obviously has a direct effect on a
student's grade. In addition, setting such an
example to students (refusal to comply with
school rules) can only have undesirable effectS
on student attitudes. Such behavior could be
corrected by appealing to administration offi-
cials, but one student reported he was "afraid"
to take any such action. In general, such
behavior, apart from the behavioral effects on
students, seems totally inexcusable.

(8) Does not know (or attempt to know) stu-
dents on a personal basis (e.g., by name). This
is the obverse of the large subcategory (I-1)
reported under effective behaviors but seems
a deliberate attempt not to know students on
a personal basis. Here again is the plea for

individual recognition and the "respect" that it
implies. The deliberate attempt not to do so
seems rare, and probably has little, effect on
performance but is likely to have serious effects
on interest in and attitudes toward a given pro-
fessor and course. 4

(9) Hesitates or refuses to answer questions
linadequate answer). The behavior referied-to
is that occuring in class and is the largest sub-
category here. The comments to subcategory
(3) above apply here. Probably many . faculty
members feel it incumbent upon them to answer
any question, particularly those dealing with
the course material. However, many profess s
apparently flatly refuse o answer qu ions.
There is no indication in incidents
Of inability to answer questions, but it is sus-
pected that this may be a major reason for
the refusals. The behavioral effects could be
quite serious.

(10) Hesitates or refuses to help students
(class or office). The behaviors here refer largely
to helping students with regard to classwork,
although help.with personal problems could be
included also. This is a majr subcategory. This
behavior would have major effects on student
achievements and attitudes. *It is a certainty in
virtually any class that.some students will have
difficulty with portions of the course material.
The refusal to give help to an individual student,
no matter how "dumb," is a failure to consider
this difficulty plus a serious refusal to accept
a major responsibility of teachingmaking
every reasonable effort to ensure student learn-
ing. A probable teacher correlate here is a real
lack of "empathy" for students and probably
stems- from some fairly serious personality
defect.

(11) Dogmatic and inflexible (Del/Wes stu-
dents in general). The behavior here is usually
exhibited in the classroom situation. The mean-
ing is a refusal or inability to see any other
viewpoint and using personal denigration of
students as a way of argument. The behavior
described here appears to be that of the typical
"authoritarian personality." Probably this would
have relatively minor effects on student achieve-
ment but would stifle any interest in the course
and material as well as arousing fear and con-
tempt in students. The implicatipn is a feeling
cf superiority that enables one to teach stu-
dents in contrast to helping students learn.



The total category probably describes teach-
ers who are victims of some serious personal
inadequacies. In consequence, they show fear
and distrust of students or, in the extreme case,
:Jutspoken contempt for them./ Unquestionably
student behavior can be quite irritating or
frustrating at times, but the behaviors described
above appear to carry the implication that this
is true of all students all the time. Too, there
is the lack of "empathy," seemingly a real in-
ability to appreciate the student world and its
problems. One might even go so far as to'infer
not only a lack of 'concern but lso an actual
overtly tyastile attitude toward s dents.

It does not seem difficult to see how such
teacher§ could have very bad effects on stu-
dents; in particular, the creation of a "stifling"
atmosphere could be considered serious from
many points of vieW.

Occurrence of the above behaviors seems to
offer a major reason for the evaluation of teach-
ing performance by students. They are the only
persons likely to see these actions, and it would
appear that there would be fairly substantiak
agreement that they should be corrected if
verified.

The second ineffective behavior"category is
"Classroom Administration" and, to a large de-
gree, the reported behayiors are the reverse of
those in the saine category under effective be-
haviors. However there are some unique ex-
ceptions:

(1) Meets class irregularly or not at all (spe-
cial sessions); leaves lab. This is the largest
subcategory, the indication being that the be-
havior is fairly common. This finding needs no
comment as to the possible adverse effects.

(2) Frequently comes to class late.This is
also common behavior. This behaVior is also
related to (4) below: professors who ire habitu-
ally late for class also tend to keep students
overtime. The effects of this on student achieve-
ment probably are minimal, but the student
irritation is not. The lack of consideration for
students very likely results in poor attitudes
toward both the professor and course, and
certainly seems a needless frustration. Almost
everyone will be late for class on occasion, but
being late for every class seems uncalled for;
no "absent-minded professor" is that absent-
minded. The general hypc.thesis would be of a
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slipshod approach to the course; in foci, some
students added to their incidents such corn-
ments as, "then he didn't teach anything." This
would appear to be an objective behavior that
could be a key to evaluating teacher effective-
ness, speculative at present but a possible per-
formánce criterion.

(3) Permits classroOm disturbances, lac:c of
attention. This is a very small subcategory and
does not seem to be.a generalized behavior, as
do the two subcategories above. There are likely
to be only a few professors who would allow
such student behaviors as reading newspapers
in class or talking while the professor is talking
[incidents reported]. However, the adverse ef-
fects on student performance, if allowed, 'seem
quite apparent.

(4) Consistently lectures overtime. As men-
tioned above this behavior is related in many
cases to (2)that is, the professor is late for
Class and goes on lecturing past the end of the
class period. The comments under subcate-
gory (2) apply here.

(5) Fails to state objectives and overall pur-
pose of, the course. This represented a very
small subcategory. The incidents were fairly ap-
parent: a failure to describe Olat was expected
of students. Obviously, such failure can haie
important effects on student learning: they do
not know wilat it is they shouldlearn. In terms
of experimental testing it is iiissible that such
behavior could seriously affect student achieve-
ment.

(6) Makes false statements regarding course
requirements and what is expected of students.
In this subcategorna variety of incidents oc-
curred dealing wig statements to both indi-
viduals and the class as a group. The behavior
seems to be common. In many cases the-pro-
fessor "forgot" and, although it is difficult to
believe, many of the behaviors appear to be
intentional. Such actual behaviors on the part
of faculty members seem to be completely in-..
defensible in that student performance can be
seriously affected by them. Misunderstandings
of one sort or another inevitably will occur
.between faculty and students, but the behaviors
reported seem to be deliberate distortions of in-
tentions. Such actions caK only have adverse ef-
fects on all fatets of student performance,
both in immediate and long-term results.



(7) Monopolizes student time with excessive
or irrelevant assignments. This is a fairly com-
mon student observation. The judgment is to
some degree ,ubjective on the part of the stu-
dent, but some of the incidents offer objective
evidence that ludents can evaluate the be-
havior accept .1y. In the reported incidents
itudents rem'arp.ed how one course often mon-
opolized their time with the consequence that
other courses had to suffer, an actual statement
of effects on student achievement. Such teacher
behaviors amount to putting students in a stress
situqtion with the possible effects discussed
previously. While there is home element of value
judgment in student reports of this behavior, it
would seem incumbefit. upon any teacher to
ma kezeasonable,ass ignments.

(8) GiVes no exam before drop date. The be-
haidot reported here is rare. This category
centers around the "business like" clasiroom
administration that was discussed% in the saLne
category under effective behaviors. It seems to
reflect a lack' of preplanning of the.c9urse to
be taught, along with an indifferent attitude to
both the course and the students. The tone of
the reported incidents indicates that studithts
are resentful of the reported behaviorspar-
ticularly where they are misled or, as some
said, "lied to." In addition, these incidents
comprise about 10 percent of the total ineffec-
tive incidents repotted, an. indication that slip-
shod, indifferent classroom administration is
by no means uncommon. It Is possible that a
Olanned program evaluating teaching effective-
ness could have a major saiutory ffect here;
often people behaving in the ays 'described
are not aware that they ar ding so until it is
brought lo_their-attentron, nor do they realize
the real impact of their actions. A regular
report of such behaviors, occurring repeatedly,
could be a large btep toward improvin the
teaching of a given individual.

The third category is "Studentprticipation,"
as it was for the effective behaviors. As Will be
seen the behaviors here are largely verbal dis-
couragement to students in their attempts to
"participate" in either clast policies or course
conduct. The behaviors are not common.

Or) Does not permit class discussion of
scheduling quizzes or assignment due dates.
Apparently the usual behavior here is to set an

agreeable date when changes are neceisary,
and only rarely is an arbitrary assignment made.

(2) Does not permit class discussion of
mates ial or opinion. This behavior represented
virtually all the incidents reported in this cate-
gory and centers around professors lecturing
and never asking or allowing for questions, or
actually refusing to allow questions or discus-
sion. The effect of such behavior on student
achievement is probably not major, but in terms
of student interest and attitudes it undoubtedly
has severe effects. Fortunately, ehavlor
seems to be rather rare, particutiVe overt
discouragement of student participation.

The fourth Ineffective behavior categorye
"Classroom Presence" is one where the most
noticeable differences occur in ineffective
versus effective behaviors. they are'not, in
general, the reverse of each other but seem to
be separate sets of behaviors. This Is the second
liargest category of ineffective behaviors. Most
bf the hPhaviors reported are not critical inci-
dents in the technical sense but are in the

'Ore of habitual behavior.
(1) Objectional dress, manners, and appear-

ance. Here were reported a very heterogenous
set of behaviors mostly of an "irritating" nature.
The behaviors reported probably have little, if
any, effect on student achievement, but almost

- certainly affect student respect for the faculty
member. In actuality, such behavior shows a
disrespect for students which is probably re-
clprocated.

(2) Displays nervousness; is ill-at-ease when
talking (e.g., paces floor, easily flustered). This
seems to be a rather rare behavior and prob-
ably, as above, is just "irritating" to stueents
rather than anything else. Practically all of the
incidenti described random "pacing" arouiK1
the room. It is doubtful that such behaviors
have any serious effects on students.

(3) Talks or presents material too rapidly.
This is a fairly common behavior. The behavior
seems habitual and is related to category 1-9,
not stopping for questions or any discussion. All
of the incidents involved talking or writing so
fast that students were unable to take notes
and/or comprehend the material. Effects of

.this behavior on student achievement are easily
understood, and students unable to keep pace
with the presentation are therefore at a real
disadvantage.
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(4) Lectures in a rambling, disorganized
fashion. The behaviors reported are dependent
to some degree on subjective opinion. A mean-
ingful measure would be some 75 percent of
the class members agreeing that the behavior
did, in fact, occur. Again this behavior is not
an incident in the strictest sense but seems to
be habitual. The behavior reported was rare,
but it can easily be imagined that such a dis-
organized presentation Would be confusing.
Probably students who did not attend such 'a
class would achieve more than those whp...did.
Again the Personal characteristics of -such
teachers would be of particular interest.

(5) Speaks inaudibly or mumbMs. This Is a
large subcategory. The title is self-clescriptive;
in essence, students reported they could not
hear the lecture. The effects of this on student

'achievement needs no comment.
(6) Lectures in a monotone. Again a large

subcategory and, as before, the title describes
the incidenti., The most commonly reported
stUdent reaction to this was to go to sleep.
Very likely this has serious effects on several
aspects of studentachlevement, mainlY because
of lack of concentration and interest.

(7) Hasp difficulty speaking English. This
rather large subcategory needs 'no comment.

(8) Does not look at students during lecture.
This is a small subcategory. It is diff/cult to
assess the effect of such behavior on students.
This kind of habitual behavior unquestionably
irritates students and distracts them, but there
were no statements to indicate actual effects.
Several students attributed the behavior to a
lack of interest in them or the job, but such an
inference is completely speculative.

(9) Reads the majority .of lectures from
book or notes instead of just referring to them.
This is by far the largest subcatqory.. The title
is a literal description of the incidentsdirect
reading from the text or notes with no attempts
to embellish the Material in any way. Any
effectNn student achievement would be a moot
questiop,' but there is no question that stu-

- dents resent such presentations. Many of the
students point out that class attendance .is a
waste of time since they too can read, but usu-
ally these professors require class attendance.
Students also infer a real lack of interest in or
contempt for them and the course, bid there is
no evidence to 'support such inference.

(10) Uses profane language constantly. This
is a very small category. The behavior is quite
offensive to at least some students; in fact, one
student dropped a course because of "constant
cursing." Effects of this on students probably
would be quite selective; that is; some Would
find it offensive and probably dislike the course,
whereas, others might actually, enjoy sudh
usage.

The fifth category, "Organization and Pre-
sentation of Material," again presents incidents
that differ considerably from the effective Inci-
dents under the same category. Often, it seeins,

lack of knoWledge of the course material is
Involved, although this is rarely directly men-
tioned. .

(1) Does not cover all of the course require-
ments. These inciderits are mainly where the
course is one of a sequence and are not tech-
nically Incidents but summaries of total be-
havior. Only a small nurnber was reported. The
implications of the behavior described for stu-
dent achievement are obvious.

(2) Wastes class timeon trivial detail and/or
subjects' unrelated 'to course objectives. .The
behavior is fairly common. Students reports
are quite critical. They resent the waste of time,

-.particularly when it invorves teachers' personal
problems. -.Many also report being tested on

material not covered. Such behaviors may -help
fo some degree. in egablishing "rapport" with
studenti.but 'from the number and .tone*of re-
ported incidents this is. carried so far that
students .feel it has seriout effects on *their
achievement.

(3) REpeatt material to the 'point of monot-
ony (same lecture in different courses). Only a

- small number .of behaviors are reported here.
The general tenor of .students' remarks center,
quite understandably, around the loss of inter-
est in the course. There is probably a major ef-,

fect on achleyement also, although this would
need inveStigation. The point of using the same
material for different courses reflects sheer
lack of responsibiliti.on the part of an individ-
ual faculty member bnd is so remarked by the
students..

.

N.) Lectures above student s' level cf under-
standing-This Ike Small subcategory and prob-
ably is more subjectivity-ladeh than any of the
other evaluative statements determined by the
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reported incidents. Again, if this is to be taken
as characteristic of a given professor, an indi-
cation of the number of students reporting it
from a given class would be required, perhaps
15 percent. A class conducted in the manner
described in the incidents reported would un-
doubtedly have adverse effects on students from
any point-of-vie% . in particular, where the diffi-
culty is called to the attention of the professor,
any continuation of the behavior is inexcusable.

(5) Unable to work problems or answer
questions. This is by far the largest subcate-
gory. In contrast to refusal to answer questions,
the professor is unable to do so. The inferences,
or students' statements, were to the effect that
this was a result of incompetence in the field
of, study. From the reported incidents there
seems to be some factual basis for this. The
behaviors reported are likely to have serious
effects on all sttAdent behaviors. The inability,
for whatever reason, to present the course
mater;-,1 correctly in addition to hindering learn-.
ing could result in wrong learning, which is even
more serious.

Further, the behavior seems to be more com-
mon than one would surmise and could have
many adverse effects on students.

(6) Gives erroneous information. This is not
a commonly reported behavior, possibly be-
cause students do not recognize it in some
cases. The behavior is in contrast 'with that
directly above in that questions are answered
or information is given that is incorrect. Often
a deliberate attempt to "cover" ignorance is
implied. Certainly the kind of behaviors re-
ported here must have adverse effects on both
st ent learning eand attitudes. The personal
corr ates of this rather uncommon behavior
need o be determin0d. It certainly is inexcus-
able in the teaching Ouation.

(7) Does not or refuses to explain c.Jurse
material. This behamiOr may or may not be re-
lated to the two sul*ategories above. in some
cases students.implied that lack of knowledge
was the basis for such behaviors, but also.thcLe
is another point, an assumption of learning (it
understanding that students did not really have.
This was a relatively rare behavior as reported
by students: The possible effects on student
achievement seem apparent.

(8) Forces students to shoulder burden of
gaining subject matter knowledge. This be-

havior is similar to that reported above, but
here the attempt is deliberate, or at least stu-
dents see it as so. There is, of course, some
responsibility on the part of students to learn
material, and the point at which professor-
student responsibilities interact is vague. How-
ever, students do make this judgment and it is
fairly common. in addition, the behavior seems
to be habitual and often appears to be deliber-
ate, possibly related to the hostility toward stu-
dents previously discussed. Again, the undesir-
able effects need no comment.

(9) Lectures do not contain any material not
fully explained in the book. Only one student
reported this, possibly because it is covered in
the other subcategories in this section.

(10) Hurries through course schedule with-
out regard for student understanding of mate-
rial. Here only a few incidents were reported,
and are related to categories 1-9 and 1-10--
that is, not answering questions or lying help
because there is not time to do so. As with those
categories, the unwanted effects upon students
seem obvious.

(11) Lectures consist of copious blackboard
notes. Only two incidents were reported, indi-
cating behavior that is quite uncommon and
whose effects would be mobt,

(12) Stresses theory without explaining ap-
plicability. This is a fairly common behavior and
seems most noticeable with regard to student
testing. Here again there is a fine line as to a
given professor's responsibility for guiding stu-
dents. The incidents cited imply no guidance
whatsoever in the use of the course material
which seems io be at one pole, the other being
"leading by_the hand." There were no incidents,
effective or ineffective, regarding the latter and,
for evaluation purposes, probably only the ex-
treme behavior could be used. This would ap-
pear to be a other 'difficult behavior to assess
in terms of effects on student performance,
especially achievement, since the better stu-
dents would be likely to lern in 'spite of such
behavior.

(13) Unprepared for class. This is a ,rather
common behavior and involves some degree of
value judgment on the part oFltudents. Some
teachers could be "unprepared' for class in the
literal sense and still give a meaningful presen-
tation because of their knowledge of the sub-
ject matter..The distinction is likely to be made 4"*\



on some personal correlate of ability to deal
with such a situation, that is being unprepared
and still presenting a worthwhile lecture.

The behaviors reported appear to stem from
two sources. First, there is a lack of competence
in the subject matter, just plain not knowing
the material. Second, there seems to be a lack
of effort to meet some minimal teaching re-
sponsibilities such as not preparing lectures,
rushing through the material, or ensuring that
students are grasping the material. It is pos-
sible that some of these behaviors stem from a
given teacher not being aware of just what is
occurring, but some of the behaviors are quite
deliberate, e.g., referring students to the book
and refusing to explain.

The distinction is vital bicause in the one
case it wou:d be possible to point out and cor-
rect these ineffective behaviors but, in the
other, any remedial efforts are' likely to be
resisted. Certainly the detection and alteration
of such behaviors seem desirable objectives,
since tie behaviors described can hardly have
anything but negative effects on studehts.
ProbaNy the only way to attain the objective
1: through some systematic student reporting
method; single or sporadic student reports tend
to be discounted.

"Evaluation of Student Performance" is. the
largest category among the ineffective inci-
dents, and beyond question the most emotion
laden on the part of students. Since grades are
the criterion in evaluating undergraduate per-
formance, this reaction is quite understandable.
Indeed it is patent that grades are what guide
student learning In most cases rather than any
consideration of intellectual or personal de-
velopment. No mafter what one may think of
this situation, Ithe fact Is that people tend to
show behavior which Is reitarded; in this case,

. by grades. If some other behavior on the part
of students Is desired, it will be necessary to
develop the appropriate criteria to elicit such
behavior.

(1) Tests students on material that was not
assigned. This is the second largest subcate-
gory of the reported incidents. Some degree of
student judgment is obviously involved in as-
sessing this behavior, but the fact that such
judgment can be made seems real enough in
view of the number of incidents reported. The

general effects on student achievement, not to
mention attitudes, are so patent as to need no
comment

(2) Tests do not include material empha-
sized (covered) in class and/ or reading assign-
ments. This behavior is different from the above
in that the professor's emphasis in class, or
deliberate statements, lead to false expectations
by students as to the probable content of tests.
There does not seem to be a deliberate attempt
to mislead in most cases, but the ultimate ef-
fect is the same. This is the largest subcategory
of the incidents. Such behaviors can have no
justification, but it is of interest that they do
occur and so frequently. The needed research
again appears to center around the correlates of
such behavior on the part of faculty members.
There is a possibility of some student-professor
misunderstanding, in at least some cases; but
there also appears to be some disorganization
or lack of course .planning, particularly with re-
lation to course objectives. Whatever the cause,
there is both a serious effect 'on possible stu-
dent achievement and a rather bitter resent-
ment on their part.

(3) Tests either exceed the difficulty level
of the material or are too easy. There is a dif-

--, .flitlity in accurately judging this behavior. An
interesting point is that students reported "too
easy" tests; there does not appear in the inci-
dents any particular reason for. these ,:eports.
The teacher behavior here possib,ly can only be
assessed by extreme cases, e.g., "everyone
flunks or passes." Such behaviors show achieve-
ment effects and probably seriously demoralize
students where the tests are much too difficult.
At either extreme, the responsibility of the pm-
fessor to take cofrective action is apparent.

(4) Tests require memorization rather than
demonstrating knowledge of principles o.r ideas.
This is a fairly large subcategory and seems to
involve student recognition of what the "real
intent" of education may be. There is also some
connotation of students' being treated as adults
by appropriate testing. In evaluating this be-
havior some fine, possibly impossible, distinc-
tions might be required except in the most ex-
treme cases. A knowledge of facts is indispensa-
ble to at least some degree, iand measurement
of the effects on students herehis fraught with
all sorts of difficulties, particularly some defini-
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tion of parameters. Any hypothesized effects on
student behavior are much too speculative to
consider with the information available.

(5) Time to complete test is inadequate.
This is a small subcategory. There is very likely
wide student variation in reporting such be-
haviors, which is probably closely tied to stu-
dent ability. In addition, this could be used as
a psychometric device where only the more able
students finish the quiz and grading is thus
made more defensible.

(6) Uses same test questions every year.
Here the complaint is actually that some stu-
dents obtain copies of a repeatedly used test
and thus grades are unfair. Obviously, precau-
tions need .to be taken to avoid such a con-,
tingency; however, only a few incidents were
reported of this event.

(7) Refuses to (does not) discuss or explain
returned assignments, tests, projects, -or
grades. This behavior is reported fairly often
and mainly involves student complaints that,
in not knowing what they _do wrong, they have
no way of learning the correct things: the tone
of the incidents (along with somewhat colorful
descriptive language) leave one in no doubt that
the behaviors . as reported are infuriating to
students. Not only is their achievement wrongly
judged, but the professor arbitrarily refuses to
correct some obvious injustices. There is no in-
dication as to the motivation for this sort of
behavior on the part of faculty members; how-
ever, there does not seem to be any adequate
defense for it.

(8) Does not Comment on returned papers
(tests): To some degree this behavior is related
to that described above. The only real difference
here is that professors do not refuse to give
the bases for grading. Students resent such
behavior. The ircidents are obvioui but not
quite as blatant as those-above, This failure to
inform, rather tun refusal, is merely one of
degfee and is equally difficult to understand.
In both cases the' student is put in the position
cif being wrong but wghout knowing wtly. Both
categories are possibly related to the authori-
tarianism discussed previout,ly.

(9) Returns papers late or not at all. Here a
fairly substantial number of incidents was re-
ported. The behavior dues not seem to be a
deliberate lttempt to evade explanation but
more in the nature of failure to recognize stu-

dent interest, possibly because of "lack of
time." Students appreciate the possible effects
of this behavior on their achievementthe in-
ability to improve if you do not know what it is
you are doing wrong. in addition, there ic con-
siderable amount of emotional overtone, inci-
dents of calling names or commenting. Such
comments seem fully juctified.

(10) Does not grade quizzes or assignments.
Only nine incidents were reported and with
obvious behaviors, as giving a quiz but not col-
lecting the papers. This behavior is difficult to
explain but it is not difficult to imagine adverse
effects on students, especially a lack of inter-
est.

(11) Grades on classroom participation only.
Only one incident was reported in this sub-
category, although such participation is appar-
ently graded in part in many classes. An
interesting point is just how this student be-
havior is graded.

(12) Grades on irrelevant characteristics
(dress, major, sex, own biases, etc.) If any one
aspect of professorial behavior is seen as in-
defensible by students, this is it. Even the re-
cipients of the favorable treatments seem to
rtsent it. Fortunately; It seems to be relatively
rare. This behavior seems to puzzle students
as much as anything else. For many it seems
this is their first encounter with such an' arbi-
trary reaction. it seems to evoke contempt for
persons showing such behaviors, but effects
on achievement are not reported, possibly be-
cause most such behaviors are after the fact,
1.e, final grades.

(13) Grades on class attendance. Incredible
as it may seem, some professors seem to give
grades only on class attendance. Further, these
incidents represent almost 10 percent of the
category where either all or a major portion of
a student's grade is a result of his class attend-
ance. The effects on student achievement of this
policy are not obvious but there is no doubt of
the resentment at such arbitrary behavior.
Often it is in clear violation of school riolicy.
Possibly this is also a substitute for an inter-
esting course; some student comments make
this appear to be the case.

(14) Grades on final exam only. Students
feel that this is unfair. Very likely they are- right
in that the reliability of such- a test is likely
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to be low and, further, other work of any quality
goes for nothing. There is little question of the
effects on student attitudes of this behavior;
but, in terms of achievement, this woula be
difficult to predict.

(15) Grades are not in accord with test
scores. This is not common, but is bitterly re-
sented. Often it is after the fact and the stu-
dent has little in the way of recourse. One is
reluctant to believe it, but in some reported
incidents there is the connotation that such
grading is directed at a.particular individual. All
grading leaves something to be desired in terms
of reliability; but with quantitative evidence
available, a student receiving an unjust grade,
there seems to be no explanation other than
personal discrimination. Since this usually oc-
curs after the fact, effects on achievement are
nil; but one cannot help wondering about the
campus reputations of such professors. Stu-
dents do know other students' grades.

(16) Does not give credit for partially cor-
rect answers. Probably all faculty members have
had the experience of haggling with students
about the correctness or incorrectness of an-
swers, and this probably is an important mo-
tivator of the decision td score right or wrong
and no haggling. However, students do list
the behaVior and consider it capricious. The
Incidents reported obvious behaviors and are
somewhat subjective. It-would be most difficult
to evaluate this behavior accurately because of
its subjectivity, and its effects on students a're
equally difficult to predict. However, in terms
of frequent mention, it seems to be a teacher
behavior that is in need of investigation.

'(17) Passes and/ or fails, or gives grades to a
predetermined percentage (or large percentage)
of students in class. This behavior seems to
come from some arbitrary standards :seen as
absolutes) by some professors. Even before ttle

. class starts a grade distribution is known. It is
a fairly common behavior. Restrained, un-
emotional comment here is difficult. Certainly
the effects of such behaviors on students must
be most demoralizing and discouraging. They
recognize the complete arbitrariness of such
behavior (but not the ignorance behind it),
and the incidents have a note of being close to
despair. It would seem incumbent upon any
administration to stop such behavior on the part

of faculty members; even academic freedom is
not an absolute.

(18) Does not curve grades. Here the im-
plication is similar to that above, e.g., arbitrary
grades; but there is not the tone of vindictive-
ness or hostility exhibited. The professor seems
to consider his evaluation of student perform-
ance as infallible; however, students do not
agree. Again the extreme effects on student
behaviors seem apparent.

(19) Does not check the accuracy of student
grader. This incident was reported only three
times and had to do with a student seeing that
his grade was wrrng. Probably some such mis-
takes are unavoidable even where an attempt
is made to check scoring.

(20) Makeup tests are made excessively dif-
ficult. Only three incidents were reported here.
All were subjectively stated so that it would be
difficult to determine exactly what did occur;
however; such a possibility does exist in view
of some of the behaviors reported above.

(21) Gives no quizzes and/ or final. Here
again only three incidents were reported, but it
is a puzzle how meaningful grades can be as-
signed in Such a course. Effects on students
cannot even be imagined.

(22) Refuses to change an incorrect grade.
This behavior refers to incidents where the stu-
dents clearly did not deserve the grade given.

These reports, fortunately, are isolated but
the effects on individuals can be serious or even
traumatic. The students reporting them did so
in emotiOnal tones, and probably no one would
defend such behavior on the professor's part.
Again this sort of behavior would seem to spring
from some basic personality defect on the part
of the teacher.

The last major category under the ineffective
behaviors is unique to trre set, Interest in the
Job Teaching." It is a small category, and it is
hcripe0 that the behaviors are as rare as this
might indicata.

(1). Makes derogatory comments about
teaching. This is behavior that indicates a real
dislike for teaching apart from any other inter-
est or consideratiori. Here only three incidents
were reported, with little in the way of student
evaluation. The effects on student perform-
ance and attitudes are obscure.
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(2) Belittles value of the course he is teach-
ing. This behavior represents about a third of
the total category incidents, and seems largely
to result from a person teaching a course at
department direction. Hopefully, it will never
be known what effect this factor may have
on student behavior, because no one would
want to experiment with it as a major indepenth
ent variable and it 1'3 so uncommon that it would
not appear regularly enbugh to be evaluated.
However, it probably has quite serious effetts
on both achievement and attitudes when it does
occur.

(3) Criticizes fellow teachers. Only two inci-
dents were reported in this subcategory, and
these were rather subjective. Probably most of
this behavior, where it does occur, is not done
publicly. In general, it would seem to have little
or no effect on students.

(4) Primary interest is consulting or re-
search. This behavior- is taken from direct
statements by professors where they indicated
to stUdents that classroom teaching was de-
tracting from their real interest. Actually such
behaviors are a direct insult tO students and,
in a sense, a confession of a distorted approach
tO their own life adjustment. Probably most
faculty members have more or legs lengthy
periods where classroom teaching has seemed
onerous, but here is the admission of "just do-
ing it for the money" instead of working in one's
field of interest. This behavior may have little
or no effect on student achievement but does

evoke vigorous resentment and a recognition of
the fact of being "used." Again this seems to be
stretching "academic freedom" beyond any
reasonable point.

The behaviors reported under the ineffective
incidents, in general, could hardly have any-
thing but undesirable effects on student
achievement or attitudes or both. Probably one
of the more undesirable effects would be the
generalization of such attitudes to form a stereo-
type of college faculties. As far as the author
is aware, there is no evidence to support this,
but the behaviors reported above seem suffi-
cient to warrant comprehensive investigation of
just what is occuring in college classrooms.

Many faculty members tend to dismiss stw
dent complaints as somewhat exaggerated,
coming from a few disgruntled persons, or even
as purely imaginary. From the data here it
would appear that there is a broader basis for
student complaint than has been assumed; in-
effectiye behavior reports actually exceed ef-
fective ones.

Some student complaints or protests are un-
doubtedly a result of personal views or idio-
syncracies; but for the most part, those re-
ported here are factual events that actually
occured. In addition, there are a great many
of them covering a wide range of behavior. It
can be submitted that there is sufficient evi-
dence that é planned program of faculty evalua-
tion should be a basic requirement if students
are to receive adequate classroom teaching.



EVALUATIVE QUESTIONS FOR ASSESSING TEACHING PERFORMANCE

A series of evaluative questions for assessing
teaching performance has been developed,
using as a base the effective and ineffective
teaching behaviors identified in the foregoing
section. The intent is to present the student with
so-called "action statements" for evaluation.

The questions are categorized under head-
ings; however, in the actual use of an instru-
ment developed from these questions, it would
be better to eliminate the category headings
and present the questions in random order. The
question format is of a Yes-No type asking

whether or not the behavior occurred. In some
cases one question incorporates both the effec-
tive and ineffective behavior, that is, the be-
haviors are mutually exclusiveif one occurs
the other cannot. In .other cases only single
questions are presented where only the effec-
tive or ineffective behavior was reported.

It is presumed that any actual form based
upon the questions below would be headed with
a statement such as, "Did the professor in this
course:"

Evaluative Behavioral Statements

I. Personal Relationships With Students

1. Know or attempt to know student's names?
2. Talk with students before and/or after class?
3. Hold social events for his students?
4. Give advice or assistance at student fequest (class or office) with

personal problems?
5. Discuss (answer questions on) extraclass issues?
6. Compliment students on good answer?
7. Encourage (answer) all questions in class?
8. Treat all students equally (regardless of sex, major, etc.)?
9. Ridicule, "ride," or otherwise embarrass students (either on ques-

tions or their performance)?
10. Encourage or give individual help with course material (class or

office)?
11. Lose control of himself in class (shout, curse, show anger, etc.)?
12. Bother (harass) students during recitation, quizzes, etc.?
13. Make threats concerning classwork or personal behavior?
14. Accept legitimate excuses, explanations (as for missing quiz)?
15. Refuse to listen to or recognize other viewpoints in class?
16. Say or indicate in some way that students are inferior?
17. Provide special "help" sessions for course material (indMdual and/

.
or class)?

IL Classroom Administration
1. Meet all scheduled (rescheduled) classes?
2. Arrive on time for all classes?
3. Inform class if he would be absent?
4. Discuss quiz dates or deadlines for student Convenience?
5. End lectures at end of classtime?
6. Distribute a course outline or study plan (course objectives)?
7. Follow course outline or st. Jy plan?
8. Give examples of quiz items?
9. Require and grade homework?

Yes No



10. Return papers and quizzes promptly?
11. Permit classroom disturbances (suCh as students talking to each

other)?
12. Make false statements concerning course requirements (number of

cuts, grading, etc.)?
13. Give excessive work?

III. Student Participation

1. Ask student preference as to topics covered?
2. Ask students to critique his teaching'
3. Schedule quizzes, deadlines, etc., el the convenience of the class

majority?
4. Encourage (ask for) discussion, questions, or student opinions?
5. Ask questions to determine class (individual) understanding of

course material?

IV. 'Classroom Presence

1. Appear well groomed?
2. Speak clearly and distinctly:

A. Mumble?
B. Talk too'softly? .

C. Talk in a monotone?
3. Use dramatic gestures (phrases) to emphasize important points?
4. Use humor in lecture to illustrate points?
5. Read lectures from notes or book?
6. Appear nervous, ill-at-ease during lecture?
7. Talk or present material too rapidly?
8. Give rambling, disorganized lecture?
9. Look at students during lecture?

10. Use language students understand?
11. Use profane language excessively?

V. Organization and Precentation of
Material

1. Begin class with a review of previous work?
2. Stress, in some way, important points in the material?
3. Use current, pertinent, and/or personal exatnples to illustrke

point?
4. Show usefulness of material in "real world"?
5. Admit not knowing answer to a question?
as Use outside references to supplement course?
7. Distribute handouts; not6' to supplement lecture?
8. Use visual aids to supplement lecture?
9. Provide for field trips?

10. Have guest lecturers?
11. Have full command of the subject matter?
12. Give lectures different from (supplemtnt) text?

,13. Cover all course requirements?
, .

14. Avoid trivial detail?
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15. Ansv.,er questions; work problems if requested?
16. Lecture over students' heads?
17. Give erroneous information about course material?
18. Refuse to explain material?
19. Make students learn "on-their-own"?
20. Follow course schedule?
21. Prepare for class?

VI. Evaluation of Student Performance

1. Base tests on relevartf(covered) material?
2. Base tests on knowledge or principles rather than memorization?
3. Base tests on emphasi4zed material? '
4. Make tests too easy or difficult? _

5. Schedule quizzes at regular intervals?
6. Allow adequate time to complete tests?
7. ComMent on (correct) returned papers, quizzes, etc.?
8. Excuse high average students from final?
9. Permit extra,work to improve grade?

10. Disregard lowest test score in grading?
11. Use same tests every quarter?
12, Refuse to explain grading system?*.
13. Tell how students are to be-graded?
14. Curve grades either:

A. To compare individual performance with class performance?
B. To reduce student grades?

15. Return all papers and quizzes?
16. Grade all quizzes and assignments?
17. Give makeup tests at individual convenience?
18. Grade on such things as major, sex, athlete, etc.?*
19. Grade on class attendance?*
20. Give final grades in accord with test scores?*
21. Grade on final exam only?
22. Pass/fail a predetermined percentage of the class?
23. Try to hive makeup tests excessively difficult?
24. Change a clearly unfair grade?*
25. Consider effort, participation, application in assigning final grade?

26. Use student to grade work?

VII. Interest in Job of Teaching
1. Make derogatory comments about teaching?
2. Make derogatory comments about the course?
3. lndicee he would rather consult and/or do research than teach?
4. Criticize fellow teachers?

.1

* This item would have to be answered after the student received his final grade. The major
difficulty here would be administrative, that is, submitting the question to.students after the course

is ever and having it returned. A suggestion might be to give students the questions during the
final examination and ask them to complete and return the form after they have received their final
grade. Returns and their representativeness are problematical.
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The items presented above can be accepted
with some assurance as covering the major
effective and ineffective teaching behaviors be-
cause of their close resemblance to those de-
veloped by Koingsburg (1954) and Douglas
(.1968). These are the teacher behaviors of
concern to students with regard to teacher ef-
fectiveness. The basic incidents for the three
studies have been collected in widely separated

0.

4

26

parts of the country, from a wide variety of
students, and over a long period of time. De-
spite this disparate collection of critical inci-
dents, there is a quite Close resemblance in the
reported teacher behaviors.

In general, the three items lists offer "pool"
of behavioral items adequate to assess all of
the varied aspects of effective ;3nd ineffective
teaching behaviors rather than using ratings.
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